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President's Letter
By Melissa J. Homestead
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
The Sedgwick Society has much exciting news to share in this issue
of the newsletter. Inside you will find the call for papers for the ninth
Sedgwick Symposium, which will be held near Albany, New York,
where Catharine’s father had powerful revolutionary-era
connections, where Catharine’s siblings Frances and Theodore both
lived for a time and where she visited them, and where Catharine
herself briefly attended school as a girl. Most of the eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century architecture of Albany has been destroyed,
with one notable exception, the Schuyler Mansion, the grand home
of Philip Schuyler, a friend and ally of Catharine’s father, which we
will visit (cue up the Hamilton soundtrack in your head). Most of the
symposium will take place on the charming historic campus of
Union College in Schenectady, with accommodations available at
two nearby hotels. Within walking distance of Union College is the
Stockade District, which contains a high concentration of
seventeenth-and eighteenth-century Dutch- and English-style
buildings of the kind Catharine Sedgwick would have seen in the
Albany area and in New York City in the early nineteenth century.
You will also find calls for papers for two Sedgwick Society panels at
the American Literature Association in San Diego in May 2020,
including a panel organized around Jeffrey Insko’s recent book
History, Abolition, and the Ever-Present Now in Antebellum
American Writing.
We are so excited to share the happy news, described more fully
inside, that a team of former officers of the Sedgwick Society has
received funding for digital publication of Sedgwick’s letters. Patricia
Kalayjian, Lucinda Damon-Bach, and Deborah Gussman have been
working towards this goal for several years, and the National
Endowment for the Humanities grant they have been awarded is
quite competitive. Our collective hats off to the three of them! This
publication will be a freely-available resource, and I am sure that
many of you are as excited as I am to have access to Sedgwick’s
letters edited according to modern scholarly standards.
You will find inside an announcement of a new Teaching Sedgwick
Prize. The pedagogy roundtable has always been a highlight of our
symposium, and the officers of the society wanted to do something
concrete to promote the teaching of Sedgwick’s works. Soon, when
Jenifer Elmore’s edition of Redwood becomes available (see inside), it
will be easier for us all to teach this important early Sedgwick novel.
I look forward to seeing you all in Schenectady in June.
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NEH Grant for Catharine Maria
Sedgwick Online Letters
Project
Project Director Patricia Kalayjian and
Co-Directors Lucinda Damon-Bach and
Deborah Gussman are thrilled to share
with the Sedgwick Society that the
Catharine Maria Sedgwick Online Letters
(CMSOL) Project has been awarded a
three-year National Endowment for the
Humanities grant. CMSOL anticipates
working with the Massachusetts
Historical Society to present this borndigital edition of Sedgwick’s outgoing
correspondence. The project, formally
entitled “The Letters of American Author
Catharine Maria Sedgwick (1789-1867): An
Online Edition,” was awarded more than
$289,000 (of a maximum $300,000) in
the NEH Scholarly Editions and
Translations competition.
To highlight the significance of the award
itself, only seven of the 17 most recent
Scholarly Editions and Translations
awards went to publication of the papers
of historic individuals: Martin Luther King,
Jr., Eleanor Roosevelt, Abraham Lincoln,
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison,
George Washington, and Sedgwick.
Sedgwick, Charles Chestnutt (short story
collection), and Lydia Cabrera (a
translation grant) are the only individuals
known primarily for their literary
endeavors, while Sedgwick, Cabrera,
Roosevelt, and two Greek saints are the
only women represented in this award
category. In the last five years of Scholarly
Editions and Translations grants, the only
other American woman writer so
honored was Willa Cather.

The publication of Sedgwick’s letters will,
we hope, not only inspire new research
on this important author but also bring
greater recognition of her influence on
American literature and culture.
Moreover, Sedgwick’s letters offer rare
insights into what it meant to be a girl in
the early republic as well as a woman of
influence whose life spanned the nation’s
formation to its threatened dissolution in
the Civil War.
While we do not have a final tally of
letters written by Sedgwick, we
anticipate a number in the low
thousands and hope to make available all
those written prior to 1838 by the grant’s
end in December 2022. But you won’t
have to wait to have access! CMSOL
hopes to have its website and Sedgwick’s
earliest letters, accompanied by the
appropriate scholarly apparatus, freely
available by mid-2020.
Patricia Kalayjian
Lucinda Damon-Bach
Deborah Gussman
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New Critical Edition of
Redwood, A Tale
The Society is pleased to announce that a new critical edition of
Sedgwick’s second full-length novel, Redwood, A Tale, is scheduled
for release in March 2021 from Edinburgh University Press.
Jenifer Elmore, 1st Vice President of the CMS Society, is the editor of
the volume and the author of the introduction. One of her recent
students, Rachel Sakrisson, is serving as editorial and research
assistant. The edition is part of the series Edinburgh Critical Editions
of Nineteenth-Century Texts with series editor Julian Wolfries.
Originally published in 1824, Redwood is the only one of Sedgwick’s
six major novels that has not yet been published in a modern
scholarly edition. Besides the introduction by Elmore, the new
edition will feature extensive annotations, Sedgwick’s prefaces to
both the 1824 and 1850 editions of the novel, and other
helpful apparatus including textual variants between the two main
nineteenth-century editions.
Jenifer Elmore
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Sedgwick Society at ALA 2019
Boston, MA * May 23-26, 2019
Sedgwick Society Roundtable at ALA 2019: Material Letters,
Transcribed Letters, Fictional Letters, Digitized Letters
The Sedgwick Society’s sponsored roundtable at the 2019
American Literature Association Conference was a great
success. The panel was chaired by Ashley Reed, the Sedgwick
Society’s Second Vice-President for Programs, and attracted
around 40 attendees. We gathered a slate of six presenters who
spoke about the challenges and rewards of working with letters
in literary scholarship and of making Sedgwick’s letters more
accessible to the public.
Daniel Whitley, a Ph.D. student at the University of Delaware,
spoke first about degrees of publicity and privacy in early
American letters. While modern scholars are inclined to think of
letters as private correspondence, they were in fact more often
a semi-public form of writing: recipients would read letters
aloud to others or circulate them among family members and
friends, and letters from prominent political figures would be
published in newspapers as public information. Whitley
concluded his paper with the suggestion that when
approaching the public-private status of letters, scholars should
take the materiality of books and paper into greater account.
The second presenter on the roundtable, Mark Alan Mattes,
could not make it to Boston because of flight complications, so
chair Ashley Reed read his paper in his absence. Mattes offered
a tantalizing introduction to what he calls an "archeaology" of
letters — a term borrowed from media history — that would
help to account for "how letters accrue meaning from the
moment of the voice's expiration or the word's inscription on
through to the later relays of their social and material lives."
Rather than thinking of letters as static artifacts produced at
single historical moments, Mattes's "archeology" offers a
vocabulary for thinking about letters at each stage of their
existence—from conception to inscription to circulation and
through many moments of reception and preservation—as
objects that make history.
Melissa Homestead then turned our attention to Sedgwick's
letters more specifically, and particularly to the collection of
letters at the Massachusetts Historical Society. Tracing the
various donations that make up the Catharine Maria Sedgwick
Papers, Homestead noted that the contours of that collection dominated by members of the Sedgwick family — have shaped
scholarship on Sedgwick. For instance, Homestead noted,
scholars have often emphasized Catharine's close relationship
to her brothers, but that impression has arisen in part from the
high number of family letters in the MHS collection; Catharine's
letters to friends and acquaintances are often scattered
through other archives or lost. Because the Sedgwick papers at
the MHS are the most extensive collection of Catherine's letters
available, however, they remain the best place to begin the
digitization and publication project known as the Catharine
Maria Sedgwick Online Letters Project, or CMSOL, which was
the subject of Patricia Kalayjian's paper. Kalayjian is the
founding editor of CMSOL, alongside Lucinda Damon-Bach and
Deborah Gussman, and she introduced panel attendees to the
processes of selection, transcription, and markup that will
eventually result in a publicly accessible, searchable digital

edition of Sedgwick's letters. The roundtable's next presenter,
Sarah Martell, also spoke about her work with CMSOL. Martell is
a second-year graduate student at Salem State University,
where she works with Damon-Bach on the CMSOL project.
Martell's presentation introduced audience members to the
challenges of deciphering Catharine Sedgwick's handwriting,
including unusual punctuation and abbreviations. Martell is
developing a transcription guide for the use of CMSOL editors
and volunteers and offered examples of the project's thorniest
chirographic problems.
Lucinda Damon-Bach concluded the presentations with a
discussion of a few cases in which Catharine Sedgwick
borrowed or adapted text from her own letters while writing
her fictional sketches, tales, and novels. Damon-Bach's paper
serendipitously brought the panel full circle: she noted that
Sedgwick had marked a particular letter to a friend "PRIVATE"
because, as Whitley had discussed, letters to friends and family
were not necessarily assumed to be private. This private and
personal letter is not part of the large collection at the
Massachusetts Historical Society, and therefore, as Homestead
had predicted, few scholars have noted its importance or the
ways Sedgwick drew from it in her fictional texts.
***
Sedgwick Society Panel at ALA 2019: Catharine Maria Sedgwick
and the Gothic or Supernatural
The Sedgwick Society’s sponsored panel at the 2019 ALA
Conference was also very well attended. Chaired by Sedgwick
Society President Melissa Homestead, it also attracted around
40 attendees. Papers on the panel examined the uncanny
aspects of Sedgwick’s fiction from a number of angles.
Ashley Reed began the panel with remarks on Sedgwick’s 1830
short story “The Country Cousin,” which promises readers a
“ghost story” that never quite materializes. “The Country
Cousin” tells the story of two sisters who fall for the same man,
but both are forbidden by their overbearing father to marry
him; when one sister does, she is cursed by their father, and
survives only through the efforts of her selfless sibling. While
the tale presents many opportunities for supernatural
phenomena, the story includes no spirits or ghouls, so Reed
offered three possibilities for the identity of the “ghost.” One is
the story’s various absent or ineffectual mothers; like much of
Sedgwick’s fiction, “The Country Cousin” seems to imply that
certain mothers, even while living, might as well be ghosts. A
second candidate for the “ghost” of the story, Reed argued, is
the overweening force of patriarchy: the sisters’ abusive father
wields so much power that he can ruin his children’s lives even
from beyond the grave. The third “ghost” in the story may be
Sedgwick’s ambivalent narrator, who classes herself among the
people who still believe in spirits, fairies, and destiny, even
though enlightened and modern persons should have left such
beliefs behind.
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Hannah Diehl, who recently graduated with her B.A. from the
University of Mary, presented a paper on intuitive knowledge in
Hope Leslie. Drawing on the intellectual history of Puritan New
England and on eighteenth-century Enlightenment thought,
Diehl demonstrated that Hope Leslie recognizes but rejects
both of these religio-philosophical traditions, instead offering
intuitive knowledge and empathy as the foundation of virtue
and morality. Diehl argued that the events and narration of
Hope Leslie reveal Sedgwick’s faith in intuitive reason; rejecting
both the Puritan insistence on the total depravity of human
reason and Enlightenment philosophy’s elevation of discursive
reason over other forms of knowledge, Sedgwick celebrates an
intuitive reason that is based in sympathetic knowledge shared
between persons. By comparing the intuitive reason of
characters like Hope Leslie and Magawisca to the forms of
knowledge advocated by members of the later
Transcendentalist movement, particularly Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Diehl demonstrated Sedgwick’s important place in
the history of liberal thought in America.
Michelle Dostal, a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of
English at Oklahoma State University, offered a comparative
study of the dangers of home in Charles Brockden Brown's
Wieland and Sedgwick's Hope Leslie. In these texts written at
the beginning of the American democratic experiment, Dostal
argued, Brown and Sedgwick destabilize the notion of home in
ways that have consequences for individuals, for families, and
for the nation. In Wieland, home is the site of numerous
atrocities: assaults both on characters' virtue and their lives. The
novel's narrating Clara, proclaimed by other characters to be

the representative of all domestic perfections, is systematically
robbed of her family, her security, and her good name, with the
result that both the Wieland home and its best member, Clara
herself, become avatars for the possible future of the young
nation. In Sedgwick's Hope Leslie, Dostal argued, home is
similarly a site of violence - in this case, violence that results
both in exile from exile, as Monoco and Mrs. Fletcher are
murdered in their homes and even Hope Leslie herself is
subjected to the surveillance of the overbearing John
Winthrop. Whereas Wieland questions the "uncritical
optimism" of the early republic, Dostal argued, Hope Leslie
questions whether any American home is stable, since the
nation itself is built on removal and displacement.
Finally, Lisa West presented work in progress on a project
related to flight in Sedgwick’s novels. In a reading of three
characters’ moonlight visit to Trenton Falls in Sedgwick’s
Clarence, West argued that the “enchanted” falls become a site
at which characters make strides toward mutual recognition.
Rather than overwhelming Gertrude Clarence, Louis Seton, and
Gerald Roscoe with their sublime beauty, the falls (and the
characters’ voyage there) enable a shift in the emotional
connections between them. West argued that Sedgwick also
presents the falls themselves as something with which
characters might be in relation. In contrast with the
“monarchical” Niagara, which is aligned with European
haughtiness, Trenton Falls is personal, showing a different face
to each visitor and thus offering a more “republican”
experience of nature.
Ashley Reed
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Revolutionary Legacies: The Ninth Catharine Maria
Sedgwick Society Symposium
June 24-27, 2020
Union College, Schenectady, New York
The Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society invites submissions for its ninth symposium, titled Revolutionary
Legacies. The Symposium will take place June 24-27 on the beautiful campus of Union College in Schenectady,
New York, and will honor both the Sedgwick family’s ties to the Albany and Hudson River regions and the area’s
role in America’s many revolutions.
Although Catharine Sedgwick is strongly associated with the Berkshires region of Massachusetts, the Albany
region was important to her family as well. Her father, Theodore Sedgwick, had strong ties to Philip Schuyler,
who served as a General in the Revolutionary War and whose grand mansion looms over the Hudson River, and
to Alexander Hamilton, one of Schuyler’s sons-in-law. Catharine’s brother Theodore practiced law in Albany and
her sister Frances lived there with her husband. Catharine herself briefly attended school in the city and as an
adult visited frequently, including passing through on her way to Saratoga Springs and points west and north.
Sedgwick often portrayed the Albany and Hudson River Valley region in her fiction: characters in Redwood,
Clarence, and The Travellers reside in or travel through it. Most significantly, in her Revolutionary War novel The
Linwoods, Sedgwick locates key events in the Hudson River Valley.
The organizers of the Sedgwick Symposium invite papers that address any aspect of Sedgwick’s life and works,
including but not limited to Catharine’s or her family’s ties to Albany and the Hudson River Valley. We also
welcome proposals on other topics connected to the area or to the conference theme. Potential topics might
include:
Literary engagements with the American Revolution by Sedgwick or other authors—including non-U.S.
authors
Women's participation in the American Revolution, including nonwhite women's experiences of war
Travel and tourism in New York and Canada in the era of the "fashionable tour"
Immigration, settlement, and native displacement in upstate New York
Abolitionism, women's rights, and other reforms (2020 is the centennial of the 19th Amendment, with its
roots in nearby Seneca Falls)
Religious revolutions of the Second Great Awakening, including those in New York's "burnt-over district"
Dutch colonial legacies in early U.S. literature
Slavery and its aftermath in the state of New York
Women's education in the early republic and antebellum America
Arts and culture of the Hudson Valley region, from the Hudson River School to today
The American Revolution in recent popular culture: Hamilton, Turn, Taboo, Sleepy Hollow, Poldark, etc.
Strategies for teaching the works of Sedgwick and her contemporaries
Early American literature in the digital age
Send proposals of no more than 250 words to Ashley Reed (akreed@vt.edu) by February 28, 2020.
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Announcing the Teaching Sedgwick
Prize
The Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society announces the new
Teaching Sedgwick Prize, which recognizes excellence and
creativity in teaching the works of Catharine Sedgwick in a
variety of contexts. To be considered for the prize, submit a
detailed description of your teaching activity and any
associated materials (lesson plans, writing prompts, etc.)
documenting a teaching activity that you have carried out
or will soon carry out. Submit these materials as e-mail
attachments to Melissa J. Homestead (mhomestead2@
unl.edu), President of the Catharine Maria Sedgwick
Society, by March 1, 2020. The winner will be announced in
the Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society Newsletter and the
submitted materials published on the Sedgwick Society's
website. The winner will be awarded $100 and a
complimentary registration to the 2020 Sedgwick
Symposium in Schenectady, New York. The winner will also
have the opportunity to lead a discussion about teaching
Sedgwick at the symposium.
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Sedgwick Newsletter Items
Sedgwick Secondary Bibliography
We're in the process of updating the Secondary
Sources Bibliography on the website. If you
know of recent publications on Sedgwick,
please use the form at the top of the page to
submit the citations. The main page represents
the full list, and we'll be adding links to novelspecific bibliographies for teaching and
research purposes. Please visit the page here:
https://cmsedgwicksociety.org/scholarlyarticles/
Sedgwick Society Membership
It is now easier to renew your annual
membership with the Sedgwick Society! Visit
our membership page and complete the form
with your contact information, then pay your
membership dues via PayPal.
https://cmssedgwicksociety.org/membership/jo
in-renew-membership/
The membership year runs from July 1 to June
30. One-year membership fees are as follows:
Regular: $10
Student: $5
Institutional: $25
You can also become a Lifetime Member of the
Society for $200
Newsletter Items:
Please send items for the newsletter to the VP
of Communications: Cynthia Smith
(casmith1800@gmail.com). Possible items
include:
Short essays about Sedgwick and her
contemporaries
Notes and discoveries from the archives
CFPs
Descriptions of recent conference
presentations on Sedgwick
Experience teaching Sedgwick in the
Classroom
Just Read One Sedgwick Story Challenge.
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